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Abstract. Introducing computational modeling into STEM classrooms can provide opportunities for the simultaneous learning of computational thinking (CT)
and STEM. This paper describes the C2STEM modeling environment for learning physics, and the processes students can apply to their learning and modeling
tasks. We use an unsupervised learning method to characterize student learning
behaviors and how these behaviors relate to learning gains in STEM and CT.
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Introduction

Modeling is fundamental to science. The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
[12] have reinforced the importance of model-based STEM learning to engage students
in authentic STEM practices. Our Collaborative Computational STEM (C2STEM) [8]
learning environment provides opportunities for students to construct computational
models in STEM domains (e.g., [5, 16, 17]) and use these models for problem solving
[1, 18]. Such “constructionist” approaches have helped students learn STEM and computational thinking (CT) concepts and practices [16, 3], but some students face difficulties in translating STEM knowledge into computational models [5]. Therefore, students’ learning and model building processes merit further investigation.
This paper adopts an exploratory approach to characterize students’ learning and
model building processes in C2STEM. We apply hierarchical clustering on students’
activity data to address the research questions: (1) What patterns of behavior do learners
exhibit during computational modeling tasks in a science domain? and (2) What can we
glean from these patterns about student learning of science and CT?
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Background

Our learning-by-modeling paradigm helps students learn by developing, testing, and
refining computational models. Such modeling environments provide mechanisms for
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students to work with multiple representations, receive rapid feedback through the visualization of model behaviors [5, 11], and engage in CT practices [18]. Classroom studies conducted with systems such as CTSiM [3], ViMap [14] and CT-STEM [10] have
produced successful summative learning results [5, 15, 18]. We aim to extend this work
by analyzing students’ model building processes, including impact on learning gains.
Early efforts in the analysis of log data from students’ programming process focused
on methods to quantify students’ modeling progress at each model revision by calculating the distance between the student and expert model [1]; identify program states
and assess the likelihood of reaching a “sink” state in which a student was likely to get
stuck [5]; and apply exploratory data-driven approaches to design partial solution feedback [13]. In this work, we used unsupervised learning to closely examine the processes
students used towards mutually supportive learning of physics and CT, and made attempts to relate their learning performance to groups of student behaviors (e.g., [4, 19]).

Fig. 1. A completed C2STEM model incorporating DSML blocks.
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The C2STEM Environment

C2STEM scaffolds students’ model-building by creating a block-based DSML [8] that
provides domain-relevant variables (e.g., acceleration and velocity), and explicit constructs (blocks) for initializing and updating the values of these variables (see Figure
1). This supports exploratory learning by allowing students to execute their developing
models and observe the behaviors generated using animations and data tools [8]. While
an initialization block (e.g., green_flag) is common across block-based environments,
we provide additional scaffolding by explicitly providing a simulation_step block to
help students separate initialization steps from the dynamic update step. In contrast to
equation-based modeling, this sets up a temporal step-by-step approach to modeling to
gain a better understanding of how the behavior of a system evolves over time.
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Methods

Thirty-five middle school students worked on a 1D motion module in C2STEM that
consisted of a training unit and 4 modeling tasks. We used a summative assessment
adapted from other studies to measure disciplinary knowledge in physics [2, 7] and CT
"#$%%&$% – "(&%&$%
[1, 6]. Normalized learning gains calculated using )*+ "#$$,-.& /0#(& – "(&%&$%.
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Fig. 2. C2STEM Task Model.

We performed cluster analysis to characterize students’ model building behaviors
based on actions employed on a constant velocity task (Figure 1). We analyzed data for
29 students, excluding data from students who did not complete either the pre-test or
post-test or performed less than five actions. Student actions were recorded in log files
with timestamps. We extend a task model developed in our previous work [1] (Figure
2) to interpret students’ model building actions. The lowest level captures the discrete
model building actions possible, the middle associates a specific purpose for the actions
as C2STEM subgoals and the top provides more generic labels to the actions, typically
useful for understanding student behaviors across multiple learning environments.
The following features helped cluster students by their model-building activities:
1. Ratio of total simulations runs to total actions performed (RTP): Frequency of SA
operations performed.
2. Ratio of data tool access to total number of simulation runs (RDT): Frequency of IA
and/or SA operations performed.
3. Average time per access of data tools (TDT): IA/SA related actions.
4. Average number of actions between simulation runs (ABP): Average size of SC
tasks; actions between plays imply a construction process influenced by debugging.
5. Number of blocks Under Green Flag (NBG): a SC task related to variable initialization demonstrating conceptual understanding of problem domain.
6. Number of blocks in simulation step construct (NST): Updating functions (in SC).
We derived a dendrogram structure using the UPGMA hierarchical clustering scheme
[9]. The maximum distance between levels heuristic was used to determine the cut-off
level and the number of clusters formed. The groups were characterized by distinguishing features, which were then used to explain groups’ pre-post learning gains.
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Results
Table 1. Characterizing clusters based on frequency (mean, sd) of features.
GR

RTP (SA)

ABP (SA/SC)

RDT (IA/SA)

TDT (IA/SA)

NBG (SC)

NST (SC)

1

0.29 (0.09)

1.96 (0.5)

0.05 (0.05)

4,946.1 (6070.7)

4.25 (0.96)

0.25 (0.5)

2

0.24 (0.03)

2.55 (0.52)

0.24 (0.06)

17,007.4 (20,436.7)

3 (0)

7 (2)

3

0.31 (0.12)

2.14 (0.0)

0.05 (0.05)

21,822.7 (30,106.5)

3.75 (0.34)

8 (0)
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Summative assessment results showed that normalized learning gains were statistically significant, with t-tests in Physics (p = 0.009) and CT (p = 0.0001). Cluster analysis produced three distinct groups. Group 1 achieved the highest learning gains in CT
[0.50 (0.19)] and moderate Physics learning gains [0.21 (0.23)]. Group 1 is defined by
their minimal use of the data tools, highest number of initialization blocks, and very
little in terms of update actions to generate dynamic behavior (SC actions). This group
also had the least amount of actions between plays (ABP) and the second highest ratio
of total plays to total actions (RTP). This may indicate their reliance on trial and error.
Given the significant CT learning gains and trial and error approach, we conjecture that
these results suggest a focus on programming.
Group 2 achieved the highest learning gains in Physics [0.31 (0.17)] and lowest CT
gains [0.22 (0.25)]. Group 2 used data tools (RDT) the most, and had the second largest
time usage (TDT). The group had few initialization blocks, forgetting to initialize the
simulation step size block [set delta t to [n] seconds]. This may have impacted their
ability to interpret results from the data tools (for instance, setting delta-t to 1 second
would have resulted in variable values updating as integers. Finally, this group had the
highest ABP and lower RTP indicating the least amount of testing, implying possible
weakness in CT practices such as debugging (as indicated by their low CT gains).
A review of the clustering dendrogram indicates that at the next largest distance,
Group 3 breaks into 1 outlier and two subgroups. Subgroup 1 showed higher physics
gains [0.23 (2.56)], but lower CT gains of [0.37 (0.36)] (markedly higher than Group
2). All students in this group utilized the data tools, with the highest average TDT and
implemented the highest, indicating a more systematic debugging process. Subgroup 2
demonstrated moderate Physics gains, 0.21 (0.16) and higher CT gains, 0.50 (0.16).
Their feature values indicate a similar trial and error approaches to Group 1, with low
ABP and high RTP, but differences in SC actions may provide useful information into
how this approach may impact Physics learning.
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Discussion and Conclusions

This paper presents initial analyses in linking students’ model building behaviors to
their pre-post assessment scores. High performers showed better ability to model the
update functions. Although exploratory, this work provides unique insights and approaches to the evaluation of block-based computational model building processes in
STEM classrooms. As next steps, we are continuing our pattern analysis with larger
student populations across different science topics. In addition, we are building more
sophisticated logging mechanisms to better understand synergistic learning processes
and design adaptive feedback to help students overcome their conceptual difficulties.
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